As one of compulsory activity in university, the quality, outcome and the contribution of any research must be maintained.

Thus, in regard with research outcomes, the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education, encourges lecturers to patent their research. This movement was issued to increase researchers’ credibility and to benefit the society.

In relation with Intellectual Property Right (IPR) as a research outcome from a lecturer, right now, Universitas Pelita Harapan (UPH) has owned 14 research outcomes with Intellectual Property Right.

According to Eric Jobiliong Ph.D., Director of Institute of Research and Community Services (LPPM) UPH, for the last three years, UPH has started to register its lecturers’ research outcomes in order to receive IPR.

“This attempt is in-line with Chapter 10, Article 46, No. 12 of the 2012 Statute Laws on Higher Education which states that research outcomes must be utilized and disseminated through seminars, scientific journals and or patented for industrial and technology uses that might be advantageous for community services. As a university publishes more research outcome, it will eventually promote the accreditation for the department and National Accreditation Board for Higher Education’s (BAN-PT) institution of reference,” Eric added.

According to Eric, IPR could become an alternative for lecturers’ research grants accountability towards Dikti. On several occasions, LPPM UPH has conducted a comparative study to other universities, in order to improve the quality of UPH Lecturers.

“We also think that university’s awareness regarding patents for research outcomes has become rather high and clearly, UPH supports the idea. As for the next step, we are going to conduct a variety of program to introduce our research and other research outcomes. We really do hope that this program can promote interest and enthusiasm for lecturers to conduct a research,” Eric added.
RECTORATE REFLECTION

UPH Focuses in Character Development
Rev. Albert Mitchell Moore, M.Div
Vice President for Student Development

Do you know that two out of three UPH graduate profiles are within the non-academic fields? In producing graduates, UPH has always strived to equip its students to be leaders with transformative vision and citizen with a heart to serve the Lord, their nation and others.

The Student Development Department of UPH is very grateful to have great leaders as well as great programs within it, such as Student Life, UPH Sport, Residence Life, Student Activity Units (UKM) and Spiritual Growth, where every part works together in supporting the civilitas academic to produce graduates according to the vision and mission of UPH.

Character development plays a very important role in leadership and citizenship, and UPH Sport accentuates the effectiveness of holistic education for this particular part. Coach Steve Metcalf has led UPH Sport for more than a decade and by God’s grace, he has successfully increased students’ character development. Every student in UPH is encouraged to learn a balanced life, and one of the ways is through UPH Sport – where the synergy between the physical, mental, social, emotional and spiritual health of individuals became the main focus.

UPH Sport itself has six main varsity sports programs, nine UKM, and a variety of sports leagues, coaching clinic and health class; where all of these programs focus on character development.

Through UPH Sports, students are encouraged to go beyond their limits, so that they can see further upon what God has gifted them with, where at the same time, they are able to build their character within the community, in order for them to be leaders with a vision for transformation.

We are indeed very grateful to God for we are able to serve these students which God has entrusted us with and we keep praying for God to give us the strength to build Godly character within the life of these students, for them to become the leaders of Indonesia in the future.

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Cornerstone Initiative
Generating Christ-centered Leaders

Cornerstone Initiative (CSI), a leadership training that was designed as the foundation of leadership for UPH student. CSI that was held on February 10th-11th, 2017 was unique since CSI focused on bringing participants to understand the importance of Christ-Centered Leadership. Approximately, 360 students followed this training and most of them.

CSI was packed with 3 main topics: Christ-Centered Leadership; Shepherd, Servant and Steward Leadership; Cultural and Gospel Mandate. These topics were brought by the experts in each field: Mr. Andy Lee, Director PT. Lippo Karawaci, Mr. Andry Panjaitan, Director Faculty of Science and Technology (FaST) and Mr. Albert Mitchell Moore, Vice Rector of Student Affairs.

Aside from that, there was also a team building session which was guided by 40 mentors from various study programs and besides these events, sports activity was also conducted and instructed by Mr. Stephen L. Metcalfe, Director of Sports Department, to encourage participants to become a more responsible and discipline individual.

As the continuation of CSI, the entire committee invites every student to join a weekly meeting which will be held every Saturday at 5, for a regular coaching in various programs.
EXPERIENCE UPH for High School Students

The Marketing Team of UPH always has its own creative approach towards High School students. This time, UPH Marketing Team presents a series of an event called ‘Experience UPH’, an event where High School students are able to learn about the departments available in UPH through general knowledge, theories and practice. Hopefully, High School students who were able to take this opportunity could learn and obtain new experience about the learning process in UPH, so that they can choose what they will take in college later on. The first program of ‘Experience UPH’ was held for Communication Department and the Faculty of Law on February 18, 2017 at UPH Karawaci, Tangerang.

Each month, ‘Experience UPH’ will be held for the different department. In February, it would be started with Communication Department and Law Department, which was followed by 53 students on February 18, 2017. Afterward ‘Experience UPH’ will be held on March for the School of Hospitality and Tourism UPH.

An astonishing performance from UPH Symphony Orchestra, who brought 9 pieces from 19th century musicians, was compiled in a concert entitled ‘BEETHOVEN AND THE ROMANTICS’. The concert was warmly welcomed by approximately 200 audiences who were gathered at the D501 Auditorium UPH Karawaci, on January 26, 2017. Conducted by Michael B. Mulyadi, S.Kom., M.A., who is also the Coordinator of Orchestra and Conducting Studies, at Conservatory of Music UPH, this concert has successfully become a remarkable one. The conductor has successfully brought the audiences to the romantic age and surely, left them amazed.

According to Michael, the pieces for this concert were chosen while considering the needs of UPH Symphony Orchestra members: to broaden and deepen their knowledge in symphonic music from the romantic age (19th century) which started at the end of 18th century by Beethoven. Thus, this concert derived from a need of academic cognitive needs, which was for students to learn the repertoire of music and to understand the expression of music in a certain period along with a relevantly suitable approach.

Kengo Kuma Talked about Latest Trends in Architecture at UPH Campus

School of Design (SoD) Universitas Pelita Harapan along with Orange County Lippo Cikarang presented a world class architect, Kengo Kuma in a forum with themed: ‘Design for The Changing World’ on February 20, 2016.

As the Design Advisor for the 1st Phase of Orange County Masterplan, Kengo Kuma explained about the latest design trend which will be applied for Orange County to address urban lifestyle in the future. On same the occasion, Kengo presented a variety of buildings in many countries such as Beijing, Japan, French, Italy and many more, as his product design.

Aside from Kengo Kuma, there were also a number of renowned key speakers, architecture professionals such as Alwi Sjaaf, Chief Development Officer of PT Lippo Cikarang, TbK. and Antony Liu from TonTon Studio who presented some of their projects.

This forum was attended by approximately 900 participants from various backgrounds such as students and lecturers, both from UPH and outside of UPH, observers, professional architects and representatives of property companies, with a hope that they could provide new insights and knowledge.

Undergraduate Admission
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In response towards the raising issue regarding social media addiction among High School and Junior High students, thus, on Friday, February 17, 2017, at 12.00-16.00, UPH Faculty of Psychology Surabaya, held a workshop for Student Counselors for High School and Junior High School around Surabaya and Sidoarjo; the event was held at the Auditorium of UPH Surabaya.

The workshop was brought by Prof. Dr. Marthen Pali, M.Pski, Dean UPH Surabaya Faculty of Psychology and Maria Helena Suprapto, S.Psi, M.Psi, a lecturer in UPH Surabaya. The workshop was followed by 35 student counselors, which consisted of various private, international and public schools around Surabaya, Sidoarjo and Malang.

This workshop, which was entitled “Log Out! Get Your Real Life”, talked about how to know, indicate and search for a solution as preventive measures in order to reduce early signs of social media addiction; and also what is the worst effect of this addiction towards students’ learning process, as well as the factor which affects students’ behavior in socializing within their daily life.

Hopefully, this event could help and also enrich the knowledge of these Student Counselors in dealing with this era of technology.

“If used wisely, the technology could help the advancement and development of our nation, but in contrast, if it wasn’t used wisely, it will undermine the future generation and it will also hinder any advancement and development of the nation,” said Dr. Marthen.

At the end of the session, counselors were reminded to use technology wisely.

Training Workshop for Student Counselors in UPH Surabaya

UPH Medan held a company visit to one of Astra Group subsidiary, PT. Daihatsu Medan, on January 16, 2017. This activity was a part of Student Life Department program, which aims to provide students with new insights in various fields of profession and business process in the automotive industry. Approximately, 20 students who were also members of various students’ organization such as BEM, HMJ and HMF UPH Medan were present at the occasion, accompanied by lecturer and a staff from the Business Development Department in collaboration with Student Life Department.

The event started with an introduction to the company profile of PT Daihatsu and Astra Group, continued with an MoU signing by the Executive Director of UPH Medan, Arifin Fu, SE., MM., MBA., CIMBA (UPH Representative) and Mr. Sutadi (Astra Group Representative), witnessed by the leaders of Astra Group and the representatives of PT Daihatsu’s employee. The scope of cooperation covers internship program, community service, joint event and career opportunities for students who have finished their studies.

After the MoU signing, the group of students continued their visit to witness directly the work and service system given by Astra Group for the customers, through activities such as Showroom/Workshop visit as well as Marketing and Administration visit.

According to the Executive Director of UPH Medan, Arifin Fu, SE., MM., MBA., CIMBA, this cooperation was a continuation of the previous one which has been undergone and had gone well.

“We believe that this cooperation can support the development of students’ skills and it will also prepare them for the professional world. Furthermore, students are able to practice the knowledge they have gotten in class, regarding the fields of the profession which they will choose during the internship,” Arifin explained.
LPPM UPH Held Dissemination for Research Result on Decentralization Grant for 2016 Fiscal Year

As a responsibility for research grants disbursed by the Ministry of Research Technology and Higher Education in 2016, the Institute for Research and Community Service of Universitas Pelita Harapan (LPPM-UPH) held a faculty research seminar. During the event, other researchers from Universitas Multimedia Nusantara (UMN) and Swiss German University (SGU) also presented their researches. There were 15 research results and various outcomes, presented by the lecturers, such as lists of scientific publication, mock-ups, product samples as well as posters. 10 of them were starting professor researchers and 5 of them were applied product researches. This event took place at MYC Building, UPH, on February 7, 2017.

As reviewers, a group of experts was present such as Dr. Adolf JN Parhusip (Food Technology UPH), Prof. dr. Wahyuni L. Atmodjo, Ph.D (Faculty of Medicine UPH), Prof. Dr. Ing. Harianto Hardjasaputra (Civil Engineering UPH), Dr. Maulana (SGU), Dr. Hananto (Faculty of Liberal Arts UPH) and Dr. Ing. Ir. Pujianto Yugopuspito, M.Sc. (SISTech UPH).

UPH Electrical Engineering Student’s Final Assignment was cited in an International Journal

On January 30, 2017, a collaborative journal of researchers from University of Tunis, Tunisia; Technopole de Borej-Cedria, Tunisia; and Università di Catania, Italia was published. The journal itself talks about a solar cell made from natural dye and its improved performance with ZnO nanoparticles. The journal was published in Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology by Beilstein Institut of Frankfurt, Germany with Impact Factor 2.778. Surprisingly, the said journal cited an International Conference Journal which was written by a student of UPH Electrical Engineering which entitles “Fabrication and Characterization of Dye-sensitized Solar Cell using Blackberry Dye and Titanium Dioxide Nanocrystals” (DOI: 10.1109/ACT.2010.46). The journal was written by Stephen L. Tanihaha (2006) and his supervisors, Dr. Henri Uranus and Jessie Darma, M. Eng. in 2010. The journal was presented by Stephen himself at The 2010 Second International Conference on Advances in Computing, Control, and Telecommunication Technologies (ACT 2010), Jakarta, on December 2-3, 2010. Until now, there have been 8 citations for Stephen’s paper.

Participatory Design Approach for Research

Commonly, Rural Communities development is focused on physical development. But for this research, which I had done with my team (Martin L. Katoppo and Dr. July Hidayat) at Mauk Village, Tangerang, used the sustainable method in order to focus rural communities development within its social-economics and cultural aspects of its people. This objective could be achieved through a collaborative work with all elements and by using the participatory design method. Departing from the idea, we received the research grant from Kemenristekdikti for Fiscal Year 2016. According to the vision and mission of UPH, this research mainly aims to involve the people as the main actor, while another stakeholder (Habitat for Humanity Indonesia) seeks for the true knowledge regarding the sustainable village model’s residential design and physical environment. The effort of sharing knowledge and practicing it with participative and collaborative method along with the people of the village has become a learning and spiritual growth process for our faith in Christ and a way to develop our Godly Character, both for the researcher and everyone involved."
On Friday, January 20, 2017, UPH Career Center held a workshop for the Accounting students of UPH. The workshop was held at UPH Karawaci Tangerang, with key speakers from Ernst & Young (EY), who will talk about accountant as a profession as well as, how is it like inside a Public Accountant Firm (PAF).

Every year, EY held a workshop for UPH to support students who will graduate and enter the real professional world, especially in a career such as PAF in EY. EY is a company that presents both locally and globally. Globally, EY is present in 150 countries with approximately 212,000 human resources, and locally and locally, EY has approximately 1,900 human resources in Indonesia.

On this occasion, David Sungkoro, EY Assurance Partner did not merely talk about the general description about EY, but he also talked about the profession. According to him, this is an essential matter for most of the 2nd and 3rd-semester student, who still have a very rough picture of what profession would they want to do and surely, he also talked about PAF.

Furthermore, David also explained that PAF is a service provider for the company with various backgrounds. EY provides a variety of services for its clients including a directing team which will help the client to set a strategy to manage capital and transactions. EY helps them to evaluate various opportunities, transaction efficiency and also to achieve the most strategic outcome for the company. EY offers various services such as Tax Services, Assurance Services and Advisory Services.

Aside from David, D. Pandu S. Dewa, EY Assistant Director, also reminded final year students to start developing their soft skills, rather than solely focusing on their hard skills in accounting, in order to enhance their competence. According to him, soft skills are correlated with one’s personal branding ability, which will most likely be needed for a job interview session.

Both David and Pandu, hope that UPH students can have a better understanding about the public accountant and surely, for them to know EY Company as a PAF. Moreover, they were looking forward to having UPH graduates joining EY. It’s mainly because they believe that UPH graduates have rather vast and global horizon, which is needed as in PAF.
This was my first time in UPH and also in participating in a Political Debate Simulation Workshop. I have gotten a great amount of knowledge from this activity. I now could understand what debate is, in theory and the practice itself. Through a simulation like this, I could know which part do I need to fix and I was taught the correct ways. This was an interesting, useful and practical experience for me. I will gladly recommend my friends to join the events held by UPH.

Shania
11th Grade Student of Al-Izhar Poncolik Labu

Joan Christie Wijaya, UPH Biotechnology
Prestigious Students from KOPERTIS 3

Joan Christie Wijaya – Biotechnology 2012, one of UPH alumni who own a variety of prestigious achievements. Joan, who has always been an active student, both in organizations and in competitions, was chosen as the 1st place for Mahasiswa Berprestasi (Mawapres) for Kopertis III on 2016. Moreover, Joan has also earned a National Honorable Mention for Biology during the 2015 National Olympics of Mathematics and Science (ON MIPA). Due to her persistence and perseverance, and also the assistance and directions from the lecturer of UPH Biotechnology, Joan has successfully achieved another success as the first winner of ON MIPA 2016. Right now, Joan is a part of the Biotechnology Department, UPH Faculty of Science and Technology as lecturer.

UPH Architecture Won 2nd Place in Art and Cultural Center Design Competition

UPH Architecture has successfully achieved 2nd place during Art and Cultural Center Design Competition in Bali, on December 17, 2016. This competition aims to seek for the best ideas for a design fitted for the new Art and Cultural Centre located in Jimbaran, Bali. For this competition, UPH sent a work of a lecturer and an alumnus. On the first phase of selection, the work from UPH team got into the big 15. It was then continued to the second phase of selection in which UPH team got into big 5 and big 3 on the last selection phase; at the finals, UPH Architecture Team was chosen as the 2nd Winner.

Patrick Andronicus
SISTech UPH 2006 Alumni

Since I was in college, I have worked on several web orders from a number of clients who are also my colleagues in college. In UPH networking is widely opened. Along with my friends, I have done many projects with cheap offers. Many times, we would get clients from quite renowned companies. Those experiences were very useful for me, for I add a great point for my portfolio. I believe this is one of the advantages that you could get in UPH; aside from prestigious education from experienced lecturers.

Andreas Yanuar (left), UPH Architecture Lecturer and Ervan Kriswandi (UPH Architecture Alumnus) Received the Prize for the 2nd Winner of Art and Cultural Center Design Competition in Bali

Creative Director POCIX Creative Web Agency
International Corner

Calvin College’s Truth and Reconciliation:
The Artist Response Interim Program 2017 at UPH University

Earlier this year, UPH welcomed Calvin College delegation, consisting of 16 students from various majors and 2 lecturers, who visited and explored several cities in Indonesia as part of their Interim Program abroad. The program, namely Truth & Reconciliation: The Artist Response, aims to look at intersections between social justice issues in a developing country and the arts which ran from 6th to 20th January 2017.

As the group travelled across Jakarta, Banten, Yogyakarta and Bali, they visited a number of artistic and cultural places such as Museum Wayang, Sophilia Fine Art Center, Museum Harry Darsono as well as having students interaction with UPH students through a Traditional Dance Workshop to learn about the rich and diverse Indonesian culture. The group was also given a tour to Lentera Harapan and Pelita Harapan schools where they could see the works of God being done through education. They also had a thorough understanding at how to integrate faith practically through businesses while incorporating arts from their visit to Arwana Citramulia and interview with its CEO and Owner, Tandean Rustandy, as well as a private interview with the Riadys. Sharing their artistic ideas and output, they also met with Frenzy Frans T-shirt Design team where they discussed and proposed their design ideas inspired from the exposure attained in the whole program.

As Indonesia provides a unique opportunity for Christians to understand God’s reconciliation activity through the arts, UPH is committed to share how active Christian leadership can make a difference in the community.

Gallery


Budhi T. Yuwono (fourth from left) was explaining about Facilities in UPH to Drs. KH.A. H. Mansur (third from left) Head of PCNU during his visit to UPH, February 22, 2017.

(Left-right) Head of Department M.Kn. Dr Susi Susantjio, SH., Dean of UPH Faculty of Law, Prof. Bintan R. Saragih, SH., along with one of the speakers (middle), Dr. Lieke Lianadevi Tukgali, S.H., M.H., M.Kn., and Participants of Technical Guide for 2017 Code of Ethics Examination (UKEN) at UPH Graduate Campus.